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however, he seemed to be enjoying unequalled popularity. At
every station the carriage door was opened by strangers who
requested the privilege of shaking his hand. These demonstra-
tions, however, seemed to bore rather than flatter him,
He smiled grimly when he learnt the object of my journey.
His people had burnt our house. " We had to," he explained,
" as a reprisal—but we shall pay compensation/'
This struck me as the strangest possible revolutionary tactics!
To compensate the victims of revolution for their loss ! And to
have determined upon this point while the destructions were
still so to speak, taking place. What was the logic then of
destroying at all ? And what a millstone weight for a new
State. Suppose the Russians ... far be it from me however,
to deplore a scheme that was so essentially to our advantage.
Rather should I be thankful that we belonged to a nation that
was so obliging! My father would be able to take the com-
pensation money and spend it in England, for he certainly
would never rebuild in Ireland. It would be a bad job for
Ireland if everyone did as we would, but that was Ireland's
misfortune and her fault.
As the train rattled slowly past the verdant pasture lands,
Michael Collins agreed with Barry Egan that for the wel-
fare of the country there should be less grazing and more
agriculture.
"It's easy," observed Collins, "to put your hands in your
pockets and whistle a tune while the grass grows and the cattle
get fat, but it's tilling that gives employment."
" But how can you persuade people to till who prefer to
whistle ? " I asked.
He chuckled: " By taxing the grazing-land of course ! "
With, proper zeal I then set myself to lead the conversation
into an American channel. This was easy. Collins declared
that the only way to treat Ulster was the way the United
States treated Vermont, He then expressed appreciation for
America's assistance. The United States had contributed
millions of dollars to the Irish cause, and had besides subscribed
a million pounds to the White Cross for the destitute.
" Without the United States we should have starved, and
where hunger prevails no cause can succeed"

